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Three Risks in Emerging Markets
April 17, 2017
While a number of factors support positive emerging market performance, a few key risks could cause significant
headwinds. The U.S. dollar could remain strong and U.S. interest rates are likely to rise. Global trade could decline
amid increased protectionist measures. And, Chinese foreign exchange, debt overhang, and overcapacity risks will
eventually need to be addressed.
U.S. Dollar Strength and Tightening Are Likely
As growth and inflation accelerates in the United States, we expect monetary policy normalization to continue.
Even in the face of the Federal Reserve’s rate hikes, emerging markets can continue to outperform developed
markets as they have done in the past, provided that the pace of the tightening is measured and well-advertised.
As the chart below shows, only “violent” hiking cycles have led to an underperformance of emerging markets
relative to developed markets.
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U.S. dollar strength in the wake of the U.S. election clouded the outlook for emerging markets, because the
performance of emerging markets relative to developed markets is highly correlated to the Trade-Weighted U.S.
Dollar Index. But the dollar does not need to appreciate further if U.S. interest rates increase.
Interestingly, the correlation of the U.S. dollar and the 10-year bond yield has historically been around 0.25, but
increased to 0.75 in the aftermath of the election amid Trump’s campaign promises of infrastructure spending and
tax cuts. However, the correlation has declined over the past weeks. In addition, the real rate differential between
emerging and developed markets continues to be positive, and more attractive than it was in 2013, supporting
emerging market currencies.
Global Trade Could Decline Amid Increased Protectionist Measures
U.S. protectionist measures were rising before the U.S. election, and have increased. If the Trump administration
wants to have a meaningful impact on the U.S. current account deficit, it must address the trade deficit with China,
which is illustrated in the chart below.
As rhetoric with China heats up, as we believe it inevitably will, markets will likely get unnerved. And the reaction
will likely be more significant than it was in the wake of discussions about the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA), given the size of China and the inherent risks of potential escalation.
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China Is Stabilizing, But Still Risky
Last spring, global markets sold off violently over fears that the Chinese slowdown would result in another surprise
devaluation of the renminbi. To overcome these risks China enacted significant credit and infrastructure stimulus,
and the economy responded. Purchasing manager indices have risen. Almost 50 months of producer price index
(PPI) deflation has ended. And, the industrial sector has stabilized.
China’s actions were based on a page from an old playbook: using outsized credit growth to stimulate the
economy, arrest a slowdown, and create a cyclical bounce (which we are now experiencing). But we were told this
playbook was being retired in favor of reducing chronic overcapacity and excess leverage in the system. Since
those long-term challenges still exist, China will eventually need to address them.
In addition, we believe reserve declines will continue to weigh on sentiment. After surprise renminbi devaluation in
August 2015, the People’s Bank of China (PBOC) monthly reserves declined as local investors and corporations
converted renminbi to other currencies given expectations of renminbi weakness. The PBOC had engineered a
controlled devaluation of the renminbi using various capital-control mechanisms to stem capital flight, but these
measures were not completely successful. Reserves have continued to decline. If outflows accelerate again,
markets will fear another steep devaluation, and could sell off. It is a risk to watch.
Reasons for Optimism
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That’s the bad news. Despite these risks, on balance, our outlook for emerging markets in 2017 is optimistic, and
we are off to a good start, with emerging markets outperforming developed markets in 2017. In future posts, I will
delve into some of the details behind our positive outlook.
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Disclosure:
This content is for informational and educational purposes only and not intended as investment advice or a
recommendation to buy or sell any security. Investment advice and recommendations can be provided only after
careful consideration of an investor’s objectives, guidelines, and restrictions.
Information and opinions expressed are those of the authors and may not reflect the opinions of other investment
teams within William Blair Investment Management, LLC, or affiliates. Factual information has been taken from
sources we believe to be reliable, but its accuracy, completeness or interpretation cannot be guaranteed.
Information is current as of the date appearing in this material only and subject to change without notice.
Statements concerning financial market trends are based on current market conditions, which will fluctuate. This
material may include estimates, outlooks, projections, and other forward-looking statements. Due to a variety of
factors, actual events may differ significantly from those presented.
Investing involves risks, including the possible loss of principal. Equity securities may decline in value due to both
real and perceived general market, economic, and industry conditions. The securities of smaller companies may
be more volatile and less liquid than securities of larger companies. Investing in foreign denominated and/or
domiciled securities may involve heightened risk due to currency fluctuations, and economic and political risks.
These risks may be enhanced in emerging markets. Different investment styles may shift in and out of favor
depending on market conditions. Individual securities may not perform as expected or a strategy used by the
Adviser may fail to produce its intended result.
Investing in the bond market is subject to certain risks including market, interest rate, issuer, credit, and inflation
risk. Rising interest rates generally cause bond prices to fall. High-yield, lower-rated, securities involve greater risk
than higher-rated securities. Sovereign debt securities are subject to the risk that an entity may delay or refuse to
pay interest or principal on its sovereign debt because of cash flow problems, insufficient foreign reserves, or
political or other considerations. Derivatives may involve certain risks such as counterparty, liquidity, interest rate,
market, credit, management, and the risk that a position could not be closed when most advantageous. Currency
transactions are affected by fluctuations in exchange rates; currency exchange rates may fluctuate significantly
over short periods of time. Diversification does not ensure against loss.
There can be no assurance that investment objectives will be met. Any investment or strategy mentioned herein
may not be appropriate for every investor. References to specific companies are for illustrative purposes only and
should not be construed as investment advice or a recommendation to buy or sell any security. Past performance
is not indicative of future returns.
Copyright © 2020 William Blair & Company, L.L.C. "William Blair” is a registered trademark of William Blair &
Company, L.L.C. No part of this material may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other publication,
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